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Abstract. A tunable filter that can be applied for dispersion
compensation, a multiwavelength laser source, or a channel
transmitter/attenuator is proposed. Channel spacing and dis-
persion can be controlled simultaneously by using a motor-
ized polarization differential delay line and a variable coupler
in the loop mirror. Due to its periodic characteristic, chro-
matic dispersion of multiple channels can be compensated
all at once. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1849752]
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1 Introduction

With the constant increase in traffic demand and the adv
of reconfigurable optical networks, a tunable optical co
filter has been demonstrated to be useful in many differ
areas of optical communication1–4 Especially, an optical
all-pass filter using a ring resonator is worth noticing. Ho
ever, it is better for the channel spacing of the filter a
dispersion to be controlled simultaneously by various c
ditions. In this work, we propose a new simple filter f
multichannel dispersion compensation using a motori
polarization differential delay line~DDL!. It is possible to
change easily the channel spacing with simple control e
tronics. In addition, we can control the group-delay char
teristics of the proposed device by changing the pow
coupling ratio of the variable coupler.

2 System Configuration

Figure 1~a! shows the schematic diagram of the propos
variable channel-spacing dispersion compensation fi
The loop mirror consists of a polarization controller~PC!, a
variable coupler~Fiberpro, TC1410, Daejeon, Korea!, and a
DDL ~OZ Optics, DDL-650, Carp, Ontario, Canada!. Con-
trol of the splitting ratio in the variable coupler is achiev
by adjusting the relative lateral positions of the mated fib
with the help of micrometers. DDL is the device that spl
the light within a fiber into orthogonal polarizations, an
then actively varies the time that one polarization trav
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compared to the other polarization before combining
two polarizations together again. The PC in the loop acts
a polarization state rotator for both clockwise and count
clockwise beams. It changes a fast-axis beam to a slow-
beam and vice versa. These two beams recombine and
phase differences proportional to the polarization differe
tial delay. The wavelength spacing of the peaks is
follows2:

Dl5
l2

cDt
, ~1!

wherec is the speed of light in the air,Dt is the difference
in the delay between the two polarizations, andl is the
wavelength of the light. The distance difference in DDL
controlled by a reflector on a moving stage. By alteringDt,
we can vary wavelength spacing of the peak, that is, ch
nel spacing of the filter. Figure 1~b! shows the measure
spectra whenDt is changed. The larger the value ofDt is,
the smaller the channel spacing is. The resolution of
polarization DDL was 0.0017 ps and the delay range w
650 ps. This shows us that the proposed system is abl
change the channel spacing nearly continuously.

The phase response of the output beam can be obta
from the following:

Uo5Ui@ t2 exp~ j F f !1r 2 exp~ j Fs!#, ~2!

whereUo and Ui are the output light at the transmissio
end and the incident light of the filter;t andr are through-
and cross-amplitude transmissions of the tunable coup
which are designated byt5A12k, r 5 jAk, respectively,
wherek is the power-coupling ratio; andF f andFs are the
phases of the fast and slow axes light, which are design
by F f5nfLv/c, Fs5nsLv/c. Here, L is the physical
length of DDL, andnsL and nfL are the optical path
lengths for lights propagating with the slow and fast pol
izations of the DDL, respectively. In Eq.~2!, we assume
that the input light polarization is matched to the slow a
of the DDL. The PC rotates the polarization by 90 deg. T
wavelength-dependent phase difference between the
orthogonal polarization axes of the DDL produces a sin
soidal wavelength-dependent filter transmission functi
as given by

UUo~l!

Ui
U2

5122k12k222~k2k2!cos~F f2Fs!. ~3!

From Eq.~2!, we can obtain the relative group delay. It ca
be given by the following equation:

t~v!52
dF t~v!

dv

52S nfL

c D 11p2S ns

nf
D1pS 11

ns

nf
D cos~vDt !

11p212p cos~vDt !
, ~4!

where F t(v) is the phase of Eq.~2!, i.e., F t(v)
5arg(Uo /Ui) andp5r 2/t252k/(12k).

The predicted group delay results are compared with
measured data in Fig. 2 and good agreement is repo
-1 February 2005/Vol. 44(2)
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Chung and Lee: Variable wavelength-spacing tunable filter . . .
Fig. 1 (a) Basic configuration of variable dispersion equalizer and
(b) measured spectrum of the filter output when Dt is changed. (Dt
is 2.5, 10, and 20 ps for Df5400, 100, and 50 GHz, respectively.)
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Fig. 2 (a) Calculated relative group delay of a basic configuration
filter. (b) Measured relative group delay when the differential delay is
2.5, 5, and 10 ps and k is 0.6. The dispersion is 514.8, 192.9, and
86.8 ps/nm, respectively.
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Figure 2~a! shows the calculated relative group delay ch
acteristic whenDt is varying as 5, 10, and 20 ps. Figu
2~b! shows the measured characteristics of the filter whek
is 0.6.

3 Discussion and Conclusions

We propose a variable channel-spacing tunable filter
dispersion compensation and demonstrate its feasibility
experiment. In the proposed method, the channel spa
and the dispersion can be varied with the change of po
ization delay and the coupling constant by a simple tun
method. We can vary the channel spacing nearly cont
ously with the use of DDL controlled by a computer. Th
tuning speed is mainly dependent on a control interface
and the moving stage’s speed in a DDL. The maxim
speed can be up to a few megahertz or more. The temp
ture stability of this system is very good compared to ot
systems using interferometry or polarization maintaining
bers. These features can make it more useful and com
ible to various environments. And in the need of grea
design flexibility, the architecture can be easily extended
higher orders by cascading many rings. Because the
used in the loop does not change the polarization state c
pletely, and the power-coupling coefficient in our variab
t

-
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-

coupler has some errors, there is difference between
calculated and measured results.
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